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There is an ordinary-looking tract
house in Davis, California that
defies conventional wisdom. It has

no furnace. Despite temperatures of up to
113°F, it has no air conditioning system. It
uses 67 percent less energy than comparable
houses in the area, saving $490 annually.

It cost more to build because it was a
one-off demonstration, but if it were built in
the same quantity as other tract houses it
would cost $1,800 less than they do.

The house, part of an experimental pro-
gram sponsored by Pacific Gas & Electric,
illustrates an important principle: big savings
can be easier and cheaper to achieve than
small ones if you combine the right ingredi-
ents in the right way.

The usual way to redesign a product is to
analyze its components or subsystems sepa-
rately and optimize the cost-effectiveness of
each in isolation. But components interact in
ways that aren’t obvious when you’re looking
at them separately, and optimizing one part
may “pessimize” the whole. Often you can
reduce the total cost of a technical system by
spending extra on certain components. 

That’s what happened, many times over,
with the Davis house. To give just one
example: having reduced the building’s cool-
ing requirements by two-thirds with various
cost-effective measures, the designers found
that other measures, previously screened out
because they didn’t save enough energy to
pay for themselves, were now worth doing
because they could together eliminate the
remaining cooling requirement. That saved
$1,500 on the capital cost of air condition-
ing and ductwork.

The Davis house may be the shape of

things to come. It points toward a future in
which engineering designs become simpler
rather than more complex, cheaper rather
than costlier, uniquely optimized rather than
formulaic, and radically more efficient rather
than incrementally so. 

As RMI’s research is demonstrating, huge
opportunities exist for re-engineering not

only buildings but also cars, lights, motor
systems, electric utilities, industrial processes,
and almost anything that uses energy.

UNDIMINISHING RETURNS

Most of us view efficiency as a process of
diminishing returns. Let’s say you’re trying to
make an office building more efficient. You
prioritize all the things you could do, from
the highest return on investment down to
the lowest. You work your way down the list
until either your budget for improvements is
used up, or the return on your investment is
so small that you’d be better off spending the
money on something else. You’ve reached
what we call the cost barrier (see figure 1 on
the next page).

This is a fine way to identify simple, cost-
effective improvements, but it’s limited in
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what it can do. This approach would have
eliminated two-thirds of the Davis house’s
cooling load, for instance, but it would
have left the remaining third, which would
have necessitated retaining the cooling sys-
tem, leaving the whole house costing more,
not less. And if this approach comes un-
stuck with something as simple as a house,
imagine how inadequate it is for redesign-
ing a skyscraper or a car.

The fact is that our major technologies
are getting so complex that they’re outstrip-
ping our traditional methods for designing
them. Even with CAD workstations,
designers tend to simplify the process by
optimizing just one or two variables at a
time. Moreover, designers are now so spe-
cialized that they rarely understand all the
workings of an entire system, and tend to
confine themselves to optimizing their par-
ticular component or subsystem.

For decades, industry has preferred to
keep design processes relatively simple while
allowing products to become devilishly
complex. It will take a revolution in design
sophistication to make products simple
and efficient again.

Electronics and personal computers may
be both harbingers and enablers of the
coming changes. Other enabling technolo-
gies such as photovoltaics, advanced poly-
mer composites, and fuel cells have the
potential, as they reach critical price points,
to cause dramatic technological shifts.

INSPIRED DESIGN

Back to that cost barrier. Conventional
wisdom says you’ve got to stop when you
get to your cost-effectiveness limit. But as
the Davis house demonstrated, there are
times when, by allowing yourself to exceed
that threshold temporarily, you can tunnel
through the cost barrier and drop back
down the other side for even greater sav-
ings at lower total cost (figure 2).

Such breakthroughs happen all the time,
usually thanks to new technologies. But
what we’re finding is that inspired design
and whole-system engineering can often
accomplish the same thing, even with old
technologies.

Here’s another example. An industrial
process in the manufacture of carpet
involves melting bitumen by means of a
hot-oil pumping loop. The engineers who
design these loops typically optimize the
pipe size in isolation by comparing the
extra cost of fatter pipe with the pumping
energy it can save.

Designing a system for a new Shanghai
carpet plant, Dutch engineer Jan Schilham
decided to optimize for total lifecycle cost,
which includes capital as well as opera-
tional costs. Since pipe friction falls as the
fifth power of diameter, he used bigger
pipes to reduce friction. The pipes cost
more, but the smaller pumps and motors
to circulate the oil cost much less to buy
and to run. Schilham’s other innovation
was to lay out the pipes first, then the

equipment they connect, not vice versa.
That resulted in straight pipe runs, further
reducing friction, saving even more con-
struction costs, and making it cost-effective
to insulate the pipes more heavily, saving
72 kilowatts of heat.

Schilham’s loop is expected to reduce
pumping energy by an amazing 92 per-
cent, compared to a standard system
designed earlier for the same plant by a top
engineering firm. Capital cost and con-
struction time went down; reliability, con-
trollability, and maintainability went up.

FOUR PRINCIPLES

Tunneling through cost barriers is as
much an art as a science. There’s no for-
mula for doing it, but here are four princi-
ples that we at RMI find helpful:

Capture multiple benefits from single
expenditures. This might seem obvious,
but the trick is properly counting all the
benefits. It’s easy to get fixated on optimiz-
ing for energy savings, say, and fail to take
into account reduced capital costs, mainte-
nance, risk, or other attributes (such as
mass, which in the case of a car, for
instance, may make it possible for other
components to be smaller, cheaper, lighter,
and so on). Another way to capture multi-
ple benefits is to coordinate a retrofit with
renovations that need to be done for other
reasons anyway. Being alert to these possi-
bilities requires lateral thinking and an
awareness of how the whole system works.
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When prioritizing efficiency measures, the standard method is to pursue those that pay the highest rates of return first, then work down the list until
the “cost-effectiveness limit” is reached (figure 1). But by considering the whole system, rather than just components in isolation, it’s often possible to
tunnel through the cost barrier and achieve even bigger savings at lower total cost (figure 2).

(continued from page 1)
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“tunnelling through
the cost barrier”…

…to even BIGGER and
cheaper energy savings
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Corporate hatchet men are the
poster boys of the business
press…investors hardly look

beyond next quarter’s profits…foreign poli-
cy bows to global free trade. When the
business of the world is business and con-
sumption is king, talking about sustainabili-
ty might seem like an exercise in futility.

But where others see problems, RMI
seeks opportunities. As corpo-
rations gain power, they’re
more able than ever to lead the
transition to a sustainable soci-
ety. And the status quo is
breeding its own countercul-
ture: many executives know
they’re part of the problem,
and long to be part of the
solution.

It’s too soon to label it a
trend, but there’s something
like an awakening in the handful of com-
panies we’re working with. Interface, led by
visionary CEO Ray Anderson, is undergo-
ing probably the most thorough corporate
transformation to date.

The company’s April sales conference on
Maui (see page 4) was almost like an AA
meeting—you know, where someone gets
up and says, “Hi, my name’s Joe and I’m
an alcoholic” and everyone cheers—except
in this case it was carpet salespeople pledg-
ing to reduce waste and close materials
loops. One staid-looking fellow came up to
Amory after one of our talks and pro-
claimed, “I want to be an eco-warrior!”

Don’t laugh. That guy can probably do
more to change the way we’re headed than
I can. There’s enormous leverage in work-
ing within the system.

One of the other speakers at the
Interface retreat was Paul Hawken, whose
book The Ecology of Commerce largely
launched the corporate sustainability move-
ment. Paul says he’s seeing the same phe-
nomenon in dozens of companies, as their
executives realize that downsizing and cut-
throat tactics have spread fear and squashed
morale. For them, a commitment to more

sustainable practices doesn’t just save
money and confer competitive advan-
tage—it enables them and their employees
to regain pride in what they’re doing.

I sense that this is a movement whose
time has come. At a recent gathering of
renewable-energy advocates in Santa
Barbara, I happened to use the word
“epiphany” to describe the new interest in

sustainability among corpora-
tions. The whole meeting
came alive with excitement,
and that word became com-
mon parlance for the rest of
the day. These were people
who traditionally viewed cor-
porations with suspicion.
Some still did, but a new spirit
of cooperation was in the air.

Corporations may seem like
monolithic, impersonal enti-

ties, but they’re still run by people. Their
leaders make mistakes, but they can learn.
Just like everybody, they want to be liked.
And when they know they’re doing some-
thing wrong, they do what everybody
does—they stonewall. It takes time to break
the walls down. We all have to be given
appealing, face-saving openings through
which we can begin to make change, and
that’s what RMI is trying to do.

Is it healthy for corporations to have so
much power? Maybe not, but it’s the reality
now. Centralized government, for a variety
of reasons, has largely abdicated its role as
an agent of change. Washington is slow
and indecisive, and its mandates are no
match for the market. We’re witnessing a
triumph of economics over politics—
nowadays we wield more power as cus-
tomers than as citizens.

Corporations, not governments, have
the combination of skills, resources, agility,
and motivation (profit) to make things
happen. One way or another, they will. It
ain’t democratic, but when Ray Anderson
stands up and says his company is going to
become sustainable, a thousand people get
right to work on it.

CORPORATIONS, ARISE!
By L. Hunter Lovins, Executive Director

Start downstream to turn compound-
ing losses into savings. Think pipes again.
An engineer looks at an industrial pipe sys-
tem and sees a series of compounding
energy losses: the motor that drives the
pump wastes a certain amount of electrici-
ty converting it to torque, the pump and
coupling have their own inefficiencies, and
the pipe, valves, and fittings all have inher-
ent frictions. So the engineer sizes the
motor and pump to overcome all these
losses and deliver the required flow.

But starting downstream—at the pipe
instead of the pump—turns these losses
into compounding savings. Make the pipe
more efficient, as Jan Schilham did, and
you reduce the cumulative energy require-
ments of every step upstream. You can
then work back upstream, making each
part smaller, simpler, and cheaper, saving
not only energy but also capital costs. And
every unit of friction saved in the pipe
saves about nine units of fuel and pollution
at the power station.

Get the sequence right. Achieving big
energy savings is a process of multiplying
little savings. That means breaking the task
down into many steps and tackling them
in the right sequence. 

Amory Lovins has created a list of six
guidelines for doing this, which he’s
reduced to sound-bite brevity: people
before hardware; shell before contents;
application before equipment; quality
before quantity; passive before active; and
load reduction before supply.

We don’t have enough space here to
explain each of these best-buys-first princi-
ples, but here’s an example that illustrates
some of them. Suppose you’re considering
making your office lighting more efficient.
First you should improve seating and sur-
face configurations (people before hard-
ware), reduce glare (quality before quanti-
ty), harness natural light (passive before
active) through better window and build-
ing design (shell before contents), and only
then improve the technical efficiency of
your lights and how thoughtfully they’re
used and maintained.

Optimize the whole system, not parts.
Optimizing an entire system takes ingenu-
ity, intuition, and close attention to the
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how much energy, water, and other
resources they were using. In between ple-
nary sessions, the guests heard presentations
on the implications of their resource use
and voluntary measures they could take to
reduce it.

Seeing daily improvements spurred the
group on, but what engaged them even
more was a sudden increase in water con-
sumption of 100,000 gallons on the fourth
day. Finding the cause of that blip became a
sort of treasure hunt for the rest of the

week. A maintenance worker was
later discovered to have only esti-
mated water consumption for that
day—a reminder that decisions are
only as good as the numbers
they’re based on. (“In God we
trust; all others bring data.”)

By the final day, the resort was
using 21 percent less electricity, 48
percent less propane, and 48 per-
cent less water, and generating 34
percent less solid waste. That
translates into a potential annual
operational savings of slightly over
$1 million.

Those reductions were due
entirely to behavioral and opera-
tional changes by guests and resort

staff. Grand Wailea’s management now
intends to pursue a host of longer-term
changes to the facility’s physical plant—
lighting and window retrofits, more effi-
cient pumps and motors, water-efficient
landscaping, conversion of vehicles to run
on recycled cooking oil—that an earlier
“eco-audit” revealed could reduce resource
use (and the resort’s $7-million annual utili-
ty bill) by far more.

Last fall, Interface, the world’s leading
carpet-tile manufacturer, began plan-
ning its 24th-anniversary party—a

six-day blowout for 1,000-odd employees at
Maui’s Grand Wailea Resort, one of the
most opulent hotels in the world.

For a company building a rep-
utation as a paragon of sustain-
able practices, the Grand Wailea
was not the greenest of choices.
This is a resort that uses $1.5
million worth of electricity annu-
ally just to run its “water fea-
tures.” Occupying (let alone fly-
ing to) one of its 800 rooms for a
week causes more than a ton of
carbon dioxide to be emitted.

So Interface CEO Ray
Anderson convened a “dream
team” of consultants, including
RMI’s Bill Browning and Amory
Lovins, to turn the April conven-
tion into what architect Bill Mc-
Donough called a “design prob-
lem”— and a full-on exercise in corporate
sustainability. The guests themselves would
demonstrate the potential for improvement
at Grand Wailea. That experience would
serve as a metaphor for the company’s own
transformation, and for wider opportuni-
ties in the world.

The resort’s management and staff, no
less than Interface’s employees, were enthu-
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way technical systems really work. It re-
quires a sense of what’s on the other side of
the cost barrier and how to get to it by
selectively relaxing your constraints, as the
designers of the Davis house did when they
decided to pay extra for better windows.

Whole-system engineering is back-to-the-
drawing-board engineering. It doesn’t rely
on rules of thumb, which are typically based
on single components, operating costs only,
old prices, and very high discount rates. Nor

does it rest on theoretical assumptions (for
instance, that efficient components must
cost more—they often don’t). And, impor-
tantly, it incorporates “feedback” to make
the design process intelligent, cyclical, and
capable of continuous improvement based
on measured performance.

THINK BIG

One of the great myths of our time is
that technology has reached such an exalt-
ed plateau that only modest, incremental

improvements remain to be made. The
builders of steam locomotives and linotype
machines probably felt the same way about
their handiwork.

The fact is, the more complex the tech-
nology, the richer the opportunities for
improvement. There are huge systematic
inefficiencies in our technologies; minimize
them and you can reap huge dividends, for
your pocketbook and for the earth.

Why settle for small savings when you
can tunnel through to big ones? Think big!

SUSTAINABILITY ISLAND
How a Corporate Retreat Transformed a Hawaiian Resort

CORPORATE PRACTICES

(continued from previous page)

siastic about reducing their environmental
impact as well as cutting costs. The venue,
which at first had seemed so inappropriate,
actually illustrated the opportunities of sus-
tainable practices better than an already-
“green” resort ever could.

FEEDBACK

Perhaps more than anything else, the
exercise demonstrated the importance of
feedback—that is, information that’s fed
back into a system to improve its perfor-
mance. Normal consumption patterns were
measured on the first full day of the confer-
ence to establish baseline metrics. After
that, the attendees received daily reports on

Maui’s Grand Wailea Resort—what better place to demonstrate the
potential for reducing waste?

Grand Wailea Resort
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SETTING AN EXAMPLE

Despite tourism’s normally conspicuous
consumption, resorts like Grand Wailea are
in a position to educate tens of thousands
of guests each about the latest green tech-
nologies and practices. Many technological
innovations—central heating, air condition-
ing, telephones, elevators, and toilets—first
appeared in hotels and resorts, and only
later moved to residential construction.

Extending its influence still further, the
Grand Wailea teamed up with Interface
and a community group called Maui
Tomorrow to host “Sustainable Hawaii.”
Led by dream team members Lovins,
Browning, McDonough, David Brower,
Paul Hawken, and John Picard, and with
support from several other RMI staff, the
seminar drew 300 business and communi-
ty leaders from around the state.

The Interface event was only the latest
of several recent RMI involvements in
Hawaii (see also the spring and summer
1996 newsletters). Is this trend the result of
the islands’ being more attuned to their
physical limits than the mainland is? Or
just a symptom of a struggling economy?
Either way, several surf-minded staffers
have bravely volunteered to scout locations
for an “RMI West.” Hunter suggests that
maybe we should just help the people of
Hawaii find their own solutions.
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I’m building a new home. How can I
make it energy-efficient?

—Sam Bushman, Delta, Utah

I f you’re building a new home, you have
the chance to do it right from the start.
This makes it easier and cheaper to

achieve really big savings through a whole-
system design approach (see cover story). 

Obviously we don’t have room to go
into a lot of detail here, but we can focus
on one aspect of energy-efficient home-
building that’s particularly important in
sunny Utah: passive-solar design. The key
elements to bear in mind are windows,
thermal mass, and superinsulation.

Because of their generally low insulative
properties, windows are a major source of
heat loss in most houses—but the right
kind of windows, correctly oriented, can
instead contribute a net heat gain. The first
order of business is to orient your home so
that it faces within 15 degrees of true south,
and put most of the windows on the south
side. Second, buy the right kind of win-
dows. Standard double-panes, required by
most local building codes, have an insula-
tion value (excluding frame losses) of only
R-2. High-performance windows with spe-
cial heat-reflecting films and filled with
argon or krypton gas get R-4.5 to R-8.1 or
better. Face them south in a sunny climate
and you’re guaranteed to get big net solar
gains, which will directly offset the need for
heat from a furnace. (High-performance
windows are designed for specific climates,
so make sure to get the right kind.)

But how to store that solar gain? That’s
where thermal mass comes in. A convention-
al “stick-built” house has relatively little ther-
mal mass—its wood, drywall, and other
lightweight materials don’t store much heat.
For this reason, passive-solar houses often use
unconventional materials such as adobe or
rammed earth, where the walls themselves
provide the thermal mass, storing up heat (or
“coolth” in the summer) and keeping daily
temperature swings to a minimum. 

Concrete, rock, brick, or plaster interior
and cavity walls are another approach, as
are thermal storage walls (also known as

trombe walls), which are positioned just
inside south-facing windows to capture
solar gain directly. Some solar homes use
water, which stores heat twice as effectively
as masonry; 55-gallon drums or commer-
cially available “water walls” work well.

It’s important to get the ratio of glass to
thermal mass right, because a house with
too much south-facing glass will overheat.
The Passive Solar Industries Council recom-
mends that south-facing glass account for
7–12 percent of a house’s total floor area,
depending on thermal mass. The lower fig-
ure is for a conventional frame house with
no extra mass; for each additional square
foot of glass above 7 percent, PSIC recom-
mends an additional six square feet of
exposed thermal mass, optimally four inch-
es thick.

Surprisingly, an 18-inch adobe wall only
has an R-value of about 4.5. How can it be
energy-efficient? Unless insulated, it’s not.
Common practice is to fix rigid polystyrene
board to the outside, then stucco, “trapping”
the mass inside. This approach can be used
to superinsulate frame houses as well. It’s
almost always cost-effective, in cold cli-
mates, to insulate beyond what’s required
by local building codes, whether or not you
live in a passive solar house. As a bench-
mark, Rocky Mountain Institute has R-40
walls and an R-80 roof. 

Alternative construction is often the best
way to achieve high R-values at similar cost
to conventional framing with standard
insulation. Straw bales, foam panels, and
foam forms filled with concrete are increas-
ingly popular building materials.

Passive solar design is simple and elegant,
but it’s only part of whole-system design.
Work with a knowledgeable architect or
builder to make sure you address all the
details.

For more information, see The Passive
Solar House by James Kachadorian (Chelsea
Green, 1997) or Homemade Money by
Richard Heede (RMI, 1995), or contact:
• Passive Solar Industries Council,

202/628-7400, www. psic.org.
• Energy-Efficient Building Association,

612/851-9940, www.eeba.org.

You could say that everything RMI does
comes down to correcting market failures.
That’s why we were particularly pleased to
see an article in the 15 May issue of Nature.

Following the logic of Gretchen Daily’s
important new book Nature’s Services, eco-
nomist Robert Costanza and colleagues
calculated the value of 17 major functions
provided by the world’s ecosystems—water
filtration by wetlands, air filtration by
plants, nitrogen fixing by soil microbes,
and so on—to be worth $16–54 trillion a
year. By comparison, gross global product
is $18 trillion annually.

The numbers are only approximations,
but they’re an important first step toward
forcing markets to count the true marginal
costs of degrading the environment.

Valuing Nature

Ask RMI



RMI is lucky enough to work with
many other nonprofit organiza-
tions that share the goal of sustain-

ability. Two that have come onto our radar
recently are Redefining Progress and the
Corporation for Enterprise Development’s
Common Assets Project.

Redefining Progress emphasizes realign-
ing taxes and other economic signals to
ensure that social, fiscal, and environmental
debts aren’t unfairly passed on to future gen-
erations. Founded in 1994 by Ted Halstead,
it promotes policies that increase economic
opportunity, social cohesion, environmental
conservation, and fiscal responsibility.

Common Assets, founded in 1996, is
concerned with what has come to be
known as the “tragedy of the commons”—
the degradation of assets, such as the
atmosphere or the gene pool, that are com-
monly owned and overused. Founder Peter
Barnes, who also started the long-distance
company Working Assets and happens to
sit on RP’s board, advocates charging for
the use of these common goods and dis-
tributing the “rent” to all citizens as a
means of redistributing wealth.

The missions of Redefining Progress,
Common Assets, and RMI are neatly com-

plementary. Perhaps the most prominent
common concern is climate change. 

Redefining Progress scored a major coup
in February when it released a statement
signed by more than 2,000 economists,
including six Nobel laureates, acknowledg-
ing climate change as a “significant envi-
ronmental, economic, social, and geopoliti-
cal” challenge and urging action in the
form of market-based policies. Such an
approach, according to the statement,
would “slow climate change without harm-
ing American living standards, and…may
in fact improve U.S. productivity in the
long run.” 

Common Assets is concerned enough
about global warming to choose the atmos-
phere as the asset it considers most imper-
iled. Barnes presented a paper on the sub-
ject, “The Sky as a Common Asset,” at
The Other Economic Summit, a confer-
ence on sustainable development held in
parallel with the Summit of Eight in
Denver in June.

RMI, for its part, has long maintained
that actions to mitigate global warming
make economic sense regardless of whether
scientific concerns prove correct. The
Institute will release new work on least-cost

climate stabilization before the Kyoto
Conference on Climate Change this
December, showing how climate stabiliza-
tion, far from being costly, is a major busi-
ness opportunity.

Like RMI, both Redefining Progress
and Common Assets believe that market
forces are the key to change. To that end,
Redefining Progress in April published its
first monograph, Tax Waste, Not Work:
How Changing What We Tax Can Lead to a
Stronger Economy and a Cleaner Environ-
ment. Since basic economics tells us that
we’ll have less of what we tax and more of
what we don’t, RP argues we should reduce
taxes on productivity, innovation, and
work (payroll and income taxes), and
increase levies on pollution and resource
depletion through either direct taxes or the
sale of transferable permits. The result
would be revenue-neutral—meaning a tax
shift, not an increase. 

Common Assets is looking at pollution
permits too, but with an eye toward who
owns the sky. According to the Tenth
Amendment as interpreted by Peter Barnes,
we the people do. Barnes would therefore
like to see the government set limits on car-
bon emissions and auction the limited
quantity of permits to polluters. The rev-
enues would go to a national trust fund
with dividends payable to all Americans,
probably as restricted individual savings
accounts with money earmarked for educa-
tion, retirement, job training, or first-home
purchase—all long-term investments.

Barnes argues that auctioned permits are
preferable to carbon taxes because the per-
mits, being limited in number, would only
go up in value as they become more scarce
(as they must do if pollution is to be
reduced). That would mean higher divi-
dends for all citizens, creating a powerful
constituency for pollution reduction.
Carbon taxes, on the other hand, would
yield less revenue as pollution decreased—
and the money would disappear into a
general fund, giving citizens no sense of
ownership. 

Of course, legislated policy changes like
those advocated by Redefining Progress
and Common Assets aren’t necessarily how
RMI would approach all environmental
problems. In many cases, we believe tech-
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Factor Four: Doubling Productivity,
Halving Resource Use, Amory and Hunter
Lovins’s collaborative book with Ernst
von Weizsäcker (see the spring newslet-
ter), is starting to influence debate in
Europe. 

In an April statement on behalf of the
European Union, Environment Minister
Margaretha de Boer said: “There are
studies which indicate that the magnitude
of necessary changes, to be achieved by
the middle of the next century, can
roughly be estimated to an average 10-
fold increase of the resource productivity,
as compared to the current level. As an
intermediate step, an increase in resource
productivity, for example by a factor of

four in the next two or three decades,
seems to be within reach.…Industrialized
countries will have a special responsibility
and must take the lead in this respect.
Such an increase does not happen by
itself; we should commit ourselves to
make it happen.”

In May, the environment ministers of
the Organization of Economic Coopera-
tion and Development endorsed the con-
cept of factor-10 increases in resource
productivity as a prerequisite for long-
term sustainability. The World Business
Council for Sustainable Development is
urging factor 20. Do we hear factor 100?
Sold! To the lean- and clean-cut organiza-
tion in the back row…

Factor Four Endorsed

MISSION SUSTAINABLE
Two Strategies that Complement RMI’s



poses a generic computer model of how
commodities are harvested, processed, trad-
ed, and returned to nature. The team plans
to develop this into more detailed models
of specific commodity systems for timber,
sugar, and bauxite.

A FIRST STEP

Almost everyone has an opinion about
how to stop deforestation: green labeling,
ecotaxes, land reform, regulations on extrac-
tion rates and practices, and many other
ideas all have their champions. But who
really knows which would produce the
greatest effect at the least cost, and which
would shift what benefits, costs, and risks
to whom? Nobody, says Meadows, because
the behavior of commodity systems is far
too complex for us to track by intuition
alone.

That’s where system
dynamics comes in.
Computer-model the inter-
workings of the system—the
feedback loops, bottlenecks,
time lags, and so on—and
you begin to understand the
root causes of its behavior,
and to reveal hidden lever-
age points for creating effec-
tive change. Armed with
that knowledge, you can
then craft policies to mini-
mize the unsustainability,
inequity, and instability
alluded to at the start of this
article.

Though Meadows’s gener-
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nology can tap market forces with little or
no government intervention—hypercars,
for example, may take over the market sim-
ply because consumers prefer them and
manufacturers win with them. Still, many
organizations pursuing multiple solutions
form a robust and creative approach to

problem-solving. We wouldn’t want it any
other way.
• Redefining Progress, 415/781-1191,

www.rprogress.org.
• Corporation for Enterprise Develop-

ment, 202/408-9788, www.cfed.org.

BLAME IT ON THE SYSTEM
Challenging Conventional Wisdom About Deforestation

What causes perfectly knowl-
edgeable people and industries
to extract natural resources

unsustainably?
Why do the traders and processors of

resources get so much of the profits, while
the producers—farmers, loggers, fishers,
miners—get so little?

And why are commodity prices so noto-
riously volatile?

If you blame “the system,” you’re
right—though not in the sense you’re
probably thinking.

“These questions are not about morals,
they are about systems,” writes Donella
Meadows in a forthcoming paper for the
Systems Group on Forests, a panel con-
vened by RMI to address the root causes of
global deforestation (see the spring 1996
newsletter). “They recognize that well-
meaning people can collectively produce
results that no one intends. Perverse results
at the macro-level can arise from rational
decisions made at the micro-level.…

“There must be something systematic
going on, something that arises from over-
arching institutions, prices, contracts, poli-
cies, and practices that cause people to use
resources in such a way that both resources
and people are degraded.”

A co-author of The Limits to Growth
and Beyond the Limits, Meadows is one of
the world’s leading authorities on system
dynamics, an analytical approach that
influences all the work of the Systems
Group on Forests (as its name suggests).
Her paper, written with four colleagues
from MIT’s System Dynamics Group, pro-

ic model is only a first step, it’s a big one.
Even at this stage, it offers some potentially
profound insights that aren’t obvious from
mental models. (Meadows is careful to
point out that these are only “hunches”
until confirmed by later simulations.)

HUNCHES

How the model actually works is a long
story best saved for an academic journal,
but here are some hunches to ponder: 
• The longer the value chain between

producers and consumers, the greater
the tendency for price and production
instabilities. Small variations at the con-
sumer end of the chain tend to become
amplified back along the chain and felt
most strongly at the producer end,
making stable profits and secure liveli-
hoods difficult at that end.

• Market instabilities can exacerbate ten-
dencies toward unsustainability because
they make all price signals, including
signals of scarcity, harder to read and
trust. On the other hand, they may
slow resource depletion by idling har-
vest and processing capacity and dis-
couraging investment.

• Natural resources are depleted because
of failures in the market’s ability to sig-
nal scarcity by raising prices fast enough
or definitively enough to reduce
demand. Even when the price of the
raw commodity does increase because

Hunter and Amory’s “dogter” Nanuq, an English bull terri-
er, died peacefully of old age on 2 July. Only two months
younger than the Institute, she was beloved for her gracious
dignity, keen intelligence, and gentle patience with our
imperfect domestication.

(continued on next page)

Hunter Lovins

Nanuq the Beastoid, 1982-1997
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of scarcity, the system has enough slack
that production is not cut back until
long after the stock of the resource has
declined.

• Low desired income (or little opportuni-
ty for alternative income) leads to a high
number of harvesters and rapid deple-
tion of the resource. This gives support
to those who believe that poverty in
developing countries is a factor in unsus-
tainable resource use. Minimum desired
income seems to be a leverage point not
only for equity but also for sustainabili-
ty; however, it’s a variable that no one
has much control over.

• Technological advances that greatly
lower the cost of harvest and/or process-
ing make it much harder for the system
to find and settle on sustainable extrac-
tion rates.

• Depletion is forestalled when minimum

desired income of producers is high,
price aggressiveness of producers is high,
and upstream technology improvements
are low—or when a sustainable harvest
quota is imposed on the system.

• Some of the most sensitive variables in
the system—and therefore possible poli-
cy levers—are interest rates (lower ones
increase stability but also unsustainabili-
ty), minimum desired income of pro-
ducers, and cost-cutting changes in har-
vest/processing (which mask signals of
resource scarcity and enhance unsustain-
ability).

IMPROVING THE MARKET

Meadows and her team don’t know
what this exercise will finally reveal. It may
tell us something we don’t want to hear. Or
it may enable certain parties to manipulate
the system more skillfully to their own
short-term advantage. These are occupa-

tional hazards in the quest for knowledge.
Ultimately, though, better information

can only improve the workings of what is
now a decidedly imperfect marketplace.
The specific commodity models are intend-
ed to be policy tools for industry, govern-
ment, environmentalists, and indigenous
peoples, and especially for negotiation
processes involving all these parties. With
refinement, the generic model should serve
as a useful “flight simulator” for students of
system dynamics.

Other members of the System Group on
Forests have written draft papers on wood
reduction opportunities, green accounting,
incipient “surprises” related to deforesta-
tion, the economic value of biodiversity,
optimal forest management principles,
global trends in raw materials demand,
Southern perspectives on deforestation, and
“intergenerational commerce” mechanisms.
Watch this space.
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Energy can be stored and moved around in many ways. But
in the future RMI is helping to invent, two essential energy
carriers will probably do most of the work: electrons and

hydrogen atoms. 
Electrons aren’t new—they’re the stuff of electricity. Electricity is

an enormously versatile power source, but producing it traditional-
ly is a messy and inefficient business, and it can’t be stored in large
quantities. Hydrogen can change all that. 

Fuel cells—devices that produce electricity by chemically com-
bining hydrogen with oxygen—look certain to be the enabling
technology of this “hydrogen economy.” They convert fuel into
electricity two or three times more efficiently than combustion
engines, produce no emissions or noise, and permit the storage
and distribution of energy in the form of hydrogen.

Fuel cells currently cost at least 10 times more than equivalent
internal-combustion engines, but they’re expected to become com-
petitive within a decade or two. As explained in last summer’s
cover story, RMI’s “hypercar” concept may play a key role in the
transition. Being so much more efficient than comparable conven-
tional cars, hypercars could run on smaller, cheaper fuel cells, thus
making fuel cells viable candidates for vehicles much earlier in
their development cycle. The price reductions needed for that can

TRANSPORTATION

FUEL FOR THOUGHT
Hypercars, Fuel Cells, and the Coming

Hydrogen Economy

(continued from previous page)

RMI Board Chairman Michael Stranahan whoops it up with a
friend at the Second Annual Solstice Celebration, held 22 June
at a ranch near RMI as a fundraiser to create a $1-million
endowment for the Windstar land. Huge thanks to the many
volunteers who helped make the celebration such a delightful
event—and to all those who have contributed to the campaign
(see page 14).

Dancing for Dollars

Tony O’Rourke



come from high-volume uses in buildings.
Several major manufacturers are already

experimenting with fuel-cell cars (see box).
Various technologies seem promising, but
one huge question has yet to be resolved:
how to supply the hydrogen to the fuel cell?

ANSWERS

There’s a lot more to that question than
meets the eye. But first let’s consider the
possible answers.

Answer No. 1 is that cars have always
run on gasoline, and always will. Pigs will
fly before the petroleum industry allows its
gas stations to be replaced by hydrogen-dis-
pensing competitors, and before motorists
willingly switch to a gaseous fuel. Fuel-cell
cars, therefore, will have to be designed to
run on gasoline. That means they’ll have to
tote around an extra system, known as a
reformer, to “reform” the gasoline into
hydrogen onboard.

The second answer is a variant of the
first. We’ll never abandon our liquid fuel-
ing infrastructure, runs this line of think-
ing, but it would be relatively easy to
switch from gasoline to another liquid fuel,
such as methanol. Methanol is an improve-
ment over gasoline, particularly when used

in fuel-cell vehicles, because it can be more
easily reformed into hydrogen.

Yet a third view is that, for a whole host
of technical and societal reasons, it’s loony
to reform other fuels into hydrogen
onboard the vehicle. Do the reforming off-
board, where it can be done more efficient-
ly and cheaply, and give the car’s fuel cell
the pure hydrogen it wants. If that means
changing the entire fueling infrastructure,
so be it.

Most in the auto industry are hitching
their wagons to either of the first two
views. The Department of Energy, which
sets the course of hydrogen research
through its funding priorities, has been
very kind to onboard reformer develop-
ment. The hydrogen industry, backed by
such research institutions as Princeton
University and Directed Technologies, Inc.,
takes the latter view.

RMI sides with the hydrogen folks on
this one. In a paper delivered to the
National Hydrogen Association in March
(see page 12), hypercar researcher Brett
Williams stated RMI’s findings in favor of
offboard reforming, and urged DOE to shift
its research funding to offboard reformers
and alternative fuels infrastructure.

TRADEOFFS

Here’s why RMI believes offboard
reforming is better—and why all this tech-
nical stuff matters.

First, a reformer is quite a complicated
chemical system that will be difficult to
manufacture cheaply, let alone squeeze into
a car. Doing so increases the mass and pur-
chase price of the vehicle, and adds to
maintenance and repair costs.

Then it takes energy to run a
reformer—energy robbed from the fuel
cell. Fuel cells produce waste heat, but alas,
not enough to drive the reactions in a
reformer. So the fuel cell has to be sized
bigger and requires more fuel to run it.

There’s more. An onboard reformer has
to be able to crank out hydrogen on
demand, from the moment the driver
stomps on the “gas” pedal. Storing hydro-
gen for later use won’t do—that would
require a pressurized storage container,
which is one of the things you were trying
to avoid with onboard reforming. So your
reformer must be either very sophisticated
(and thus expensive) or oversized (and thus
heavy and bulky, as well as expensive).
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Our feature last summer on fuel cells in
cars seemed like science fiction, but it’s
rapidly becoming fact. Several major car
companies have recently announced plans
to build fuel-cell models:
• Last October, Toyota unveiled a proto-

type sport utility vehicle retrofitted
with a fuel-cell system, though it said
production vehicles wouldn’t be ready
till “the first part of the next century.”
The vehicle’s metal hydride storage is
heavy and limits driving range. Indus-
try watchers were underwhelmed, but
Toyota is a company to be watched—
it’s allegedly committed to spending a
phenomenal $800 million a year on
alternative-fuels research.

• Chrysler announced plans in February
to build a “proof of concept” fuel-cell
car by 2000 that would be 50 percent
more efficient than a comparable car

powered by an internal-combustion
engine. The car will reform gasoline
onboard: Chrysler adamantly believes
that the market isn’t ready for hydrogen
refueling. The company acknowledges
that there are still plenty of technical
issues to be resolved before its gasoline
reformer is viable, but that’s what the
concept car is for.

• Ford’s P2000 prototype, announced in
March, is the most hypercar-like of the
bunch. It’s a “validated” (i.e., crash-test-
ed) aluminum-body car that weighs
about 2,000 pounds—nearly as light as
what RMI believes is possible with
advanced composites—and two of
three designs being readied will have
hybrid-electric drivesystems. Ford later
announced that it would work with
Ballard Power Systems (the world’s
leading fuel cell developer) to adapt the

P2000 platform for a pure-hydrogen
fuel cell powerplant to be prototyped
by 2000.

• In April, Daimler-Benz and Ballard
announced a $330-million joint ven-
ture—a serious chunk of money that
should bankroll much of the develop-
ment of the next generation of more
affordable fuel cells for cars. Daimler
was the first major carmaker publicly to
embrace fuel cells (in 1995); its next
prototype, expected to be shown by
year-end, will be a fuel-cell version of
the new Mercedes A-Class subcompact,
which should really test the manufac-
turer’s ability to miniaturize its technol-
ogy. Daimler is designing its fuel-cell
cars for onboard-reformed methanol,
although it’s not writing off pure
hydrogen in the future. It vows to
make 100,000 fuel-cell cars by 2005.

NEXT YEAR’S MODELS

(continued on next page)
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W ater efficiency? We’re onto it! We’ve
got low-flow showerheads and
toilets, we’ve got efficient irriga-

tion and lawn-watering techniques, we’re
plugging leaks.

How much can we save? Oh, 10, maybe
20 percent. That’s per capita, mind you—
we’re expecting our population to double here
in the next couple of decades, so overall water
use will keep growing. We’ll still need a few
more dams, no getting around it…

To give them their due, North American
water utilities have come a long way in a
short time. Only a decade ago, supply-side
thinking ruled. Whatever the question, the
answer was another dam, diversion, or well.
Now, with the cost of creating new supplies
skyrocketing, utilities are increasingly em-
bracing water efficiency as a way to reduce
demand.

But are they going far enough?
Not if they’re setting their sights on 10-

or 20-percent decreases in per-capita water
use (which is about as aggressive as most
utilities are prepared to get). That won’t
even offset population increases in most
places, and even if it did, it wouldn’t be
enough. In fact, many communities are
already drawing unsustainable amounts of
water from the environment—depleting
aquifers, degrading rivers and wetlands.
Slowing the rate of increase is a good start,
but they’re still heading in the wrong direc-
tion. If anything, they need to reduce their
overall use.

That’s the backdrop for RMI’s new Soft
Water Path program, a multi-year effort
modeled after Amory Lovins’s pioneering
work in energy efficiency.

Back in 1976, Lovins coined the phrase
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SOFT PATH, HARD FACTS
Needed: A Vision for Radically Increased Water Efficiency

Wait, we’re still not finished. Because of
cost and time constraints, an onboard
reformer can’t produce pure hydrogen gas.
That means the fuel cell has to be designed
to tolerate higher levels of carbon monox-
ide and other gases, further reducing its
efficiency and increasing its size, complexi-
ty, and above all, cost.

By the time you’ve made all these trade-
offs for the sake of the reformer, you’ve lost
most of the increased system efficiency that
the fuel cell was supposed to deliver.

Yet fuel reforming is not a function that
needs to be mobile. Hauling the reformer
around is like, say, bringing fresh food and
a freeze-dry unit on a backpacking trip
instead of just carrying freeze-dried food.

REFRAMING THE QUESTION

How you frame a question helps deter-
mine its answer. The car companies and
the DOE are basically asking, how can we
put a fuel cell in a conventional (read gaso-
line) car? It’s a good question, but it doesn’t
consider anything outside the car. The fuel-

ing infrastructure is assumed to be beyond
the scope of the question.

RMI is concerned with optimizing the
fueling infrastructure as well as the car.
Reframing the question to include both, it
turns out, reveals vast potential synergies.

There’s no doubt that the transition
from liquid to gaseous fuels would be
expensive, but this could prove to be a
profitable opportunity rather than a cost. If
fuel cells are used in buildings before
they’re used in cars, as most hydrogen folks
expect, efficient building- or neighbor-
hood-sized fuel reformer “appliances” will
be mass-produced and relatively inexpen-
sive. The marginal cost of equipping such a
reformer to route spare hydrogen to vehi-
cles as well would be minimal. 

This scenario, which faces far fewer
technical hurdles than onboard reforming,
offers multiple benefits. Cars would benefit
from the efficiencies and economies of
scale of stationary reformers, so they’d use
less fuel. Buildings would receive both elec-
tricity and heat extremely efficiently from
fuel cells. Fuel cells in parked cars could

even be used to send back electricity to the
grid (see the summer 1996 newsletter).
The use of both stationary and mobile fuel
cells would facilitate the transition to
hydrogen reformed from methane (natural
gas)—so, as Princeton’s Bob Williams
points out, carbon dioxide thus separated
at the wellhead could be cheaply
sequestered by reinjection into old gas
fields (boosting methane recovery).
Hydrogen could be electrolyzed by renew-
able generators, and ultimately by direct
solar processes, paving the way to a sustain-
able solar-hydrogen economy.

Ultimately, onboard reforming is a waste
of an extremely versatile energy carrier.
Hydrogen can be created in many ways,
and, thanks to fuel cells, it can be used to
do almost anything. The engineers design-
ing cars with onboard reformers are har-
nessing it for only a split second in a single
process. It should be the backbone of the
entire economy, carrying energy from the
point of production to the point of use in a
myriad processes, each doing what it does
best.

(continued from previous page)

“soft path” to refer to an energy strategy
favoring efficient end-use and right-sized
renewable energy sources, as contrasted
with the conventional “hard path” of
apparently endless increases in overcentral-
ized supply.

The parallels with water are obvious.
Society can’t afford—neither environmen-
tally nor economically—to keep building
dams and sinking wells any more than it
could have afforded to carpet the earth’s
surface with nuclear power plants. Efficien-
cy isn’t just better for the environment, it’s
plain cheaper.

RMI has been promoting water-efficient
technologies and programs since its incep-
tion. With the Soft Water Path program,
though, researchers Richard Pinkham and
Scott Chaplin plan to articulate a broader
vision of what’s needed to achieve radical
improvements in water efficiency and a
long-term decline in total water use.

As they see it, current efforts fall short
for three main reasons.

First, water decision-makers don’t have a
clear sense of the technical potential of



We as a species are
always thinking, trying to
figure out the world,
maybe find a way to
defeat the laws of physics
and get a free lunch in
the process. Two
approaches I often hear:
perpetual motion
machines and improba-
ble inventions. A hydro-
dam where the fallen

water is frozen, floats back to the top,
melts, and flows down again. A photovolta-
ic electricity-generating facility in the
Arctic, where (the caller believed) it’s light
all the time. Black solar rafts off the coast of
Africa. Energy generated from the rails of
trains, from water, from the movement of
growing trees. 

This quest for answers is a noble and
profoundly hopeful pursuit, and really the
thrust of RMI’s work. As good teachers say,

water efficiency. Nobody does, really. How
much less water would Americans use if
proven, cost-effective technologies and
practices were fully implemented? Fifty
percent (like RMI)? Seventy?

Water is a localized resource, so the
potential of water efficiency—and the need
for it—will depend on location: what’s
cost-effective in the desert Southwest might
not be in the moist East. Still, there are
good reasons to believe that 20 percent is
too timid a target. The researchers’ first task
will be to establish a baseline for what’s
achievable, and encourage water providers
to aim even higher.

A second problem is that nobody is fully
accounting for all the economic benefits of
being more efficient with water. Sure, sav-
ing water can mean deferring supply or
treatment expansions—that sort of direct
benefit is easy enough to see. But what
about the economic value of the energy
“embodied” in the transportation, heating,
and treatment of water and in pressurizing
water distribution systems? What about the
reduced financial risk that comes with
avoiding or deferring big projects? And
what about the waste-treatment costs that

are avoided when aquatic ecosystems are
supplied with enough water to perform
their ecological services (see page 5)?

In this task, Pinkham and Chaplin will
be able to adapt much of the work RMI
has already done on valuing the hidden
benefits of small-scale, distributed electrici-
ty supplies (spring 1997 newsletter).
They’ll be asking about water and waste-
water systems the profoundly simple ques-
tion: what’s the right size?

Finally, there’s a glaring lack of policies
that encourage investments in water effi-
ciency. Although RMI doesn’t lobby, it can

Auden Schendler, RMI’s newest outreach
specialist, keeps a journal of his contacts.
Here’s an excerpt:

Yogurt, perpetual motion, conflict
resolution: these are not topics typ-
ically associated with Rocky

Mountain Institute. But my job, respond-
ing to questions from the public, requires a
broader base. Besides addressing boilerplate
topics—energy, green architecture, trans-
portation—I work in the Institute’s curiosi-
ty shop of ideas: a place musty with oddi-
ties and treasures. 

One recent series of calls involved the
yogurt industry. Because RMI’s logo
appeared for a time on the lids of one

brand of yogurt, some people
thought we were the manufac-
turer. One person called to
demand a recall of a moldy
batch: apparently the raspberries
had gone bad. Another wanted us to
explode an urban myth: “My friend tells
me yogurt cultures come from putting
worm poop in milk. Is that true?”

Confusion mitigation is part of the job.
We receive letters from kids addressed to
“Rocky.” As in: “Dear Rocky, Please send
me some information on the mountains.
Like are they dangerous.” In some child’s
mind, Rocky is a high-altitude bruiser who
named an institute after himself to study
mountains.
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RMI NEWS

DEAR ROCKY
An RMI Outreach Specialist’s Journal

“Rocky” at work.

(continued on next page)

Last summer’s newsletter reported on a
national “protocol” being put together by
the Department of Energy (especially RMI
alum Gregory Kats) that promises to do for
energy-efficiency financing what standard-
ized FHA rules did for mortgages. The
protocol makes it easier for lenders to bun-
dle and resell energy-efficiency loans by
standardizing how the savings from effi-
ciency are measured and verified.

As originally drafted, the protocol only
addressed energy savings. However, the lat-
est version, expected to be released in
August and promoted internationally, also
takes into account water efficiency, thanks
to the work of a task force that included
RMI researcher Scott Chaplin.

“This protocol will make it much easier
to finance water- and energy-efficiency pro-
jects for large buildings,” says Chaplin.

PROTOCOL UPDATE

help shape policy by creating model pro-
grams in selected communities, publicizing
case studies of the best policies and pro-
grams, documenting barriers to efficiency,
and identifying the opportunities and pit-
falls as the water industry privatizes and
restructures itself in the coming years.

At the end of the day, it may be even
more critical to forge a soft path for water
than for energy. Though renewable, water
is being used up faster in many places than
it’s being renewed, and it’s likely to prove a
more drastic limiting factor for human civ-
ilization than coal or oil.



New Staff

Summertime, and the staff is growing… Front row (L–R): Windstar summer intern Julia
Kertz, development secretary Charmaine Boudreaux, publications coordinator Alaine
Seastrom, and visiting scholar J. Baldwin. Not pictured: Windstar volunteer Steve Atterby,
Economic Renewal coordinator Amy Seif, summer intern/Konheim Fellow Gregg Osofsky,
visiting scholar Karen Kho, maintenance man John Roberts, development specialist Lee
Novak, and land management worker Nathan Child. And a fond farewell to Trevi
Burkholder, Donna Fischer, André Lehmann, and Lisa McManigal.

Dave Reed
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TAKE AN RMITE
OFF THE ROAD

In 1986, loans to RMI enabled it to buy
its 11-person staff housing complex next
door for the then-princely sum of
$250,000. Now that loan is nearly paid
off—and we’re doing it again.

A house within walking distance, big
enough for eight staff, is now being pur-
chased for $599,000 to replace four trailers
that incur costly ground rent and are 10–15
minutes’ drive away. We’ve swung a one-
year bank loan, but will need to replace it
with long-term notes (preferably 10–20
years) at more affordable interest rates.

As with our Facilities Improvement
Fund, we can pay you more than a bank
CD but less than the bank charges us.
(Some lenders prefer zero, or just CPI, rates
of interest.) Our 40-plus private notehold-
ers enjoy a perfect repayment record, and
this new financing will bring RMI’s debt
service, all for capital purposes, up to only
about 6 percent of total income.

If you have $10,000 to $100,000 or
more that we can give a nice home to,
please call Comptroller Christy Otis or
Treasurer Amory Lovins at 970/927-3128
to discuss details. And the time those
RMItes used to devote to fighting traffic
can be redeployed to saving resources.

there is no such thing as a dumb question.
For all I know, the next Einstein might be
holding on line two with an idea no one
else will listen to. And I’m happy to lend
an ear. (After all, the most prominent of
the free-lunchers is our own Amory
Lovins, who calls energy efficiency a meal
you’re paid to eat.)

Questions often spawn internal debate

and research. What are the hazards of out-
gassing from foam building forms and
kitchen countertops? The jury is still out—
foam and plastics outgas, but how much?
And is it more or less a concern than out-
gassing from plywood and carpeting?
Adequate studies haven’t been done.

Though I often get stumped by  specific
questions, the general ones create the most
ripples. The most common query is about

(continued from previous page)

TRANSPORTATION
HEV Control Strategy: Implications of
Performance Criteria, System Config-
uration and Design, and Component
Selection. Technical discussion for IEEE of
design issues and strategies for optimizing
hybrid-electric vehicle control systems.
T97-7. 5 pages, free

Speeding the Transition: Designing a
Fuel-Cell Hypercar. Paper modeling a
conceptual six-seat fuel-cell hypercar and
discussing some of the wider implications
of powering hypercars with fuel cells, pre-
sented to the National Hydrogen Asso-

ciation in March (see page 8). T97-9.
15 pages, $8.00

Don’t Shortchange Advanced Com-
posites. Rebuttal to an article in Tech-
nology Review. T97-10. 2 pages, $1.50

ANNUAL REPORT
RMI’s 1996 annual report is now available.
It highlights the Institute’s work in 1996,
profiles several staff members, describes the
special niche we fill in the nonprofit world,
and summarizes our finances. If you would
like a free copy, please contact Alicia Bell-
Sheeter in Development.

New Publications

energy-efficient construction (see this issue’s
“Ask RMI” column). Curious builders not
only put up good houses, but invariably
become converts and proselytizers, and we
hear from their friends. 

Sometimes we receive pleas for help in
areas where we may not be the best contact.
Some monks in Nova Scotia asked for help
with non-confrontational tactics and sound
arguments to prevent a clearcut near their
wilderness monastery. The point is that
once you start dealing in hope, your field of
work broadens considerably. The world
becomes small. From Indonesia, a young
woman wished that God would always bless
us, and give us strength to save the world.
That letter, like most of the other notes and
calls we receive, makes it seem altogether
possible. 



Donations received
between 1 January
and 30 April 1997 are
listed. Numbers in 
parentheses indicate
multiple donations.

BENEFACTORS
$10,000 and over

Anonymous
Drs. Mary & John Frantz, in

memory of Paul Lappala
Howard Heinz Endowment
Joyce Foundation

PATRONS
$1,000 to $9,999

Anonymous 
Leslie Barclay
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas Barron &

the Merlin Foundation
B T Rocca Jr Foundation
Sally Cole
Holly Davenport

Michael J Gross
Roy A Hunt Foundation
Arie Kurtzig Fund of the

Community Foundation of
Santa Clara County

Chris Neurath
John W Pope Foundation
Lucille & Maurice Rice
John Shea
Gordon Sichel
Diane Simpson
Jeff Sloss
The Hearst Corporation, in

memory of Eric Konheim,

Donation made on behalf of
Ms. Nicole Miller.

Andrew Tobias Fund of the
Stonewall Community
Foundation

SPONSORS
$100 to $999

Ellen Bard
Teresa Barth
Joseph Bates
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The Newsletter
The Rocky Mountain Institute

Newsletter is published three times a year
and distributed to more than 22,000
readers in the U.S. and throughout the
world.

Please ask us before reproducing,
with attribution, material from the
Newsletter.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
We want to hear your comments,

criticism, or praise relating to any article
printed in the Newsletter.

Please address all correspondence to:
Newsletter Editor

Rocky Mountain Institute
1739 Snowmass Creek Road
Snowmass, CO 81654-9199

(970) 927-3851 / fax (970) 927-3420
Email: dreed@rmi.org

Web: http://www.rmi.org

EDITOR .......................................Dave Reed
WRITERS...........Dave Reed, Auden Schendler
LAYOUT.......................................Kate Mink
COVER ILLUSTRATION................Jen Seal

About the Institute
Rocky Mountain Institute is an inde-

pendent, nonpartisan, nonprofit research
and educational foundation with a vision
across boundaries.

Seeking ideas that transcend ideology,
and harnessing the problem-solving power
of free-market economics, our goal is to
foster the efficient and sustainable use of
resources as a path to global security.

Rocky Mountain Institute believes that
people can solve complex problems
through collective action and their own
common sense, and that understanding
interconnections between resource issues
can often solve many problems at once.

Founded in 1982, Rocky Mountain
Institute is a §501(c)(3) /509(a)(1) pub-
lic charity (tax-exempt #74-2244146). It
has a staff of approximately 40 full-time,
45 total. The Institute focuses its work in
seven main areas—corporate practices,
community economic development, ener-
gy, real-estate development, security,
transportation, and water—and carries on
international outreach and technical-
exchange programs. Its E SOURCE sub-
sidiary (1033 Walnut, Boulder, CO
80302-5114, 1-800-E SOURCE,
esource@esource.com, www.esource.com)
is the leading source of information on
advanced techniques for electric efficiency.

WINDS OF CHANGE
RMI already gets much of its electricity

from the sun. Now it’s investing in wind
power. Along with thousands of other

INSTITUTE SUPPORTERS
Our sincere appreciation is offered to these friends who have contributed to RMI. Please let us know if

your name has been omitted or misspelled so it can be corrected in the next issue.

GENERAL SUPPORT DONATIONS

(continued on next page)

RMI GETS ITS
EARTH SHARE

RMI’s corporate experience is paying off
in its fundraising through Earth Share, the
environmental workplace-giving program.

Through contact with the Institute,
Andersen Consulting, one of the nation’s
largest consulting firms, has agreed to host
a campaign for its employees. For recruit-
ing Andersen, RMI earns a finder’s fee
equal to a declining percentage of contri-
butions made by the company’s employees
for three years.

Separately, Earth Share’s board has elect-
ed RMI researcher Ross Jacobs as an alter-
nate member, which effectively puts him
on deck for the next available voting seat.
Ross’s election recognizes RMI’s many
connections with environmentally con-
scious companies.

If your company, government agency, or
institution hosts an Earth Share fundrais-
ing campaign, you can contribute to RMI,
or more than 40 other selected nonprofit
groups, by payroll deduction. If your work-
place doesn’t participate in Earth Share,
please contact Ross Jacobs at RMI to find
out how to sign up your employer.

CORRECTION
If you saw a June wire-service report

that RMI had received $2 billion from
industry to develop hypercars…don’t
believe everything you read in the
newspapers. The number is right, but it
represents firms’ estimated worldwide
commitments to their own internal
ultralight-hybrid car development
efforts, not ours. (We wish!) 

Colorado households, the Institute will
soon begin buying “blocks” of electricity
from a $10-million wind farm to be built
this fall by Public Service Company of
Colorado and other utilities. 

The Institute has signed up to buy 33
blocks of 100 kilowatt-hours per month,
for a premium of $2.50 per block per
month. Displacing that much convention-
al electricity with wind power avoids the
emission of nearly 40 tons of air pollution
annually, equivalent to planting about 13
acres of trees. 

Aspen’s Community Office for Resource
Efficiency, led by former RMI staffer
Randy Udall, was instrumental in putting
the so-called Windsource program together.
Unlike other renewable-energy facilities that
were required by regulators, Udall notes,
this one will be supported entirely by con-
sumers choosing wind power on its merits. 

“In the long term, customer demand is
going to send a stronger signal to utilities
than any mandate by regulators,” he says,
especially given the restructuring of the
electricity industry.
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SECURING THE FUTURE CAMPAIGN

We at RMI are deeply 
grateful for the 89 gifts
received from donors through
Earth Share.

Dr. Franz Baumann
Jeanie & Fran Bengtson
Amasa & Barbara Bishop
David E Bronfman
Jonathan & Gertrude Bulkley
Mary & William P Bundy
William & Mary Busick
Doug Child
Citicorp Foundation
Cuningham Hamilton Quiter
Carol and Calvin Daks
Lois-ellin Datta
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Dixon
Dale Djerassi
Energy Wise Lighting
Rick Fedrizzi
Frank & Annette Gallagher
Global Business Network
Benita Helseth
Merrill Jones
Charles & Bernice Klosterman
Dawn Kuzma & James Houlding
William & Jonnie Lazarus
John Mcbride & The John

McBride Family
Jasper Marron
Tsukasa Nagano, in honor 

of Mr. Hiroshi Yamamoto
Joel & Bonnie Neymark
Paul Ostergard
Tom & Pam Parsons
Marjorie Perry
James & Hensley Peterson
Edward E Post
Rick Powell, in memory 

of Lawrence E Powell
Rebecca Pritchard
Chris Quartetti
Michael & Marilyn Schooling
Mr. & Mrs. Marvin Simon
Jeff Sloss
James Stevens
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph B. Thomas
Mr. & Mrs. Daniel L. Tufford
United Way Of King County
Bonnie Lane Webber
Pegg I West
William & Margaret Westerbeck

ASSOCIATES
$1 to $99

Anonymous (15)
Academic Book Center

Bookstore

John Accardi
John Accordino
Bruce Adams
Rosemary Adams
Margaret & William Agard
Svetla Anachkova
John Anderson
Christopher Anderson
Stephen Andrews
William Ashdown
Tom Baker
James Ball
Gerald & Joyce Barker
Leanne Barley
Thomas Barrett
Bob Bartun
E. Baugh
Velta Baumanis
Jean & Allan Beek
Tom Bell
Lisa Gail Bennett
A V Bergen
Michael Bestor
John Bliese
Stuart Blood
John L Boehne
Jacqueline Bogard
Bookpeople
David Bostrom
Kimberly Briggs
David Brower
Bob Bruce
Vince Burns
James Butler
Garret Bywaters
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas Cahill 
Greg Camacho
Timothy Campbell
John Carey
Peter Carlin
Timothy Carrigan
Troy Caudell
Lora Ceccon
Cal Clark
Peter Clum
Community Of Civano
Marcia Corbin
Kathy Corcoran
Damian Crawley
Mr. & Mrs. Victor Daniels
Nikola Davidson & 

Andrea De Majewski
Lee DeBaillie
Ross DePaola
Jon Dember

Mari Detrixhe
Eric Dodge
Patrick Dolan
Marjorie Thompson Duck
George Duimovich
Michael Durisin
Armin Eberle & 

Elisabeth Eberle-Weber
Stan & Carol Eilers
Chris & Carol Eisenbeis
Carolyn Eldred
Mr. & Mrs. Tom Elliot
Roger Errington
Leon Fisk
James Fitzpatrick
Harold Flaming
Harry Flamm
Valerie Folkema
June Foote
Ray Ford
Jim Fox
Howard Frederick
Wassmann Fritz
Donald Fuller
Mila Garcia
Richard Gelwick
Carol Gerlitz, in memory 

of Esther Olsgaard
Dale Gillespie 
T. Dale Gilpin
Laurence Goss 
Carl & Louise Graham
Jason Howard Griffith
Paul & Joyce Gudat
Ken Guido
Brian Hallingstad
Ollie Hallowell
Leona Hawks
Heartwood Publications
Dave Heckman
Hennepin County Library
Jason Hermstad
Robin Hibbert
James Higgins
Bennie Hildebrand
Joseph Hilinski
Kim Hiller
Dean J Himmelreich
John Holchan
Rush D. Holt & 

Margaret L. Lancefield
Mark House
Sandra & David Hunter
Steven Ignots
Alfred Saunders & 

Laura B Jaffee
Paul Jennings
Jimmy Johnson
Linda Johnson
Maureen Johnson
Joan Jordan
Mary Kahn
John Kayle
Alfred Kemper
Helen Kessler
Sat Guru Kaur Khalsa
Noreen Kinney
E Knazek
Jack Knower
Scott Koski
Patricia Kramer
Steven Kreis
Vernon Ladd
Scott Lagard
Tim & Carol Lamm
Marian Lawrence
Russel Layne
Linda LeFever
Michelle LeSourd
William Leddy
Ann Lennartz
Robert Levy
Jan Libbey
John Liebau
Marla Lombard
Michael Lonergan
Michael Long
Jean & James Ludtke
Martha Maris
Phillip Marlar
Nancy C. Martin
John Masone
Robert Mathews
Kathleen McCabe
Daniel McCarthy
John McCreery
Julie & David McCulloch
William McQueen
Jean Farquhar Mccoubrey
Ann Medlock
Joseph Meissner
Deborah Meyer DeWan
Berne Miller
Bruce Mohr
Roger Moore
K Morton
Lisa Ann & Jan Morzel
Joe Mozdzen
William Murphy
Jack Murrah

Edward Myers
Graham Nathan
Ed Nelson
J Mark Nelson
Russell Nerlick
Virginia Newman
Joyce & Tom Nipper
Kelly O’Brien
Patrick O’dell
Adekoya Olusegun
Ontario Hydro Library
Louis Orslene
Peter Osterhaus
Laura Ovitt
James Palmer
Kara Palmez
Soo Park
Edwin Parker
Farlie Paynter
Marvin Pearlmutter
John Peet
Hugh Perrine
Geoff Peterson
Ernest F. Pieper
George Poland
Tina Porter
Donald Powell
Thomas Power
Anne Priest
David Prugh
Public Utilities Com
Shelagh & Terrence Regan
Gary Richardson
Henry Richardson & 

Mary Challinor
Sharon Kay Ricketts
Jurgen Nill Rieslingweg
Roger Risbrudt
Bruce Rittenhouse
Milly Roeder
Mary OckenRomano
Ismael Rosales
Jonathan & Anna Rosen
Marc Rosenbaum
Florence Rossi
Mr. Chris Royer
Eli Rubinstein
H. John Russell
Grace & Cy Scripps
Van & Suzanne Shafer
Jerome Shain
Stephen Smith
Debra Smith
T. K. Smith
Florian R. Smoczynski

Wesley Springer
Patrick Stansberry
Charles E Stanzione
Adele L. Starr
Marjorie Stein
Julia Sterling
Martin Stern
Robert Stevens Jr
Ernest Stiltner
Steve Stodola
John Sullivan
Nancy Sullivan
Dennis & Diana Swanson
Swanston & Associate
Tacoma Housing Authority
Richard Tindell
Jon & Bev Traudt
David Tupper
Darla Tupper
John Twombly
Anna Tyson, in honor of Marvina

Lepianka & Charles Jaffee
Charles & Mary Van Sice
Gary Vaughn
Van Royce Vibber
Jane Villa
Lynn Vincentnathan
Mark Von Wodtke
Richard Waid
Marilyn & Harry Wall
City Of Wahoo Utilities
Laurie Ward
Stephen Waters
Dr. Galen Weaver
Margot Wheeler
Tim White
Benjamin White
Ellie Whitney-Yaeger
Lee Whittenberg
Michael & Sharon Wildermuth
Joanne J Williams (2)
Terry Wilson
Robin Winston
Lynn & Joan Winter
Jurgen Worthing
Ben Young
Ward Young
Efrain Zamorra
Johanna Zemsky

Included are all 
1995-97 gifts and
pledges as of 30 April
1997. RMI appreciates
the generosity of all the
anonymous donors.

LAND LEGACY 
CIRCLE

$100,000 and over

Anonymous gift in honor of the
wisdom of the grandparents,
as exemplified by 
Farley Sheldon & Miriam &
Gerald Lovins 

Gates Family Foundation
Great Outdoors Colorado 

Trust Fund
The Kresge Foundation
John D. & Catherine T.

MacArthur Foundation
Monsanto Fund

Pitkin County Open Space &
Trails

PHILANTHROPISTS
$50,000 to $99,999

Hunter & Amory Lovins
Susan & Ford Schumann

GUARANTORS
$25,000 to $49,999

Mary & Myron Curzan 
Helen & James T. Mills
Diana & Jonathan Rose
Mary Jane & 

Michael Underwood

BENEFACTORS
$10,000 to 24,999

Annie & Mac Stewart Bell 
Susanne B. Bush
Steven M. Fox
John B. Gilpin  
Dorine & Seymour Levine
Lee Eng Lock
Carol Noyes
Tina Robinson & Irvin Bupp
Rocky Mountain Elk Foundation
Margaret & Byron Wolfe

SUSTAINERS
$5,000 to $9,999

Drs. Mary & John Frantz
Tom Hormel
Ruth Kapes
Michael Stranahan
Andrew Tobias
Dyan Zaslowsky & 

Michael Edesess

SUPPORTERS
$2,500 to $4,999

Wayne Cogswell
Rosamond A. Dean
Robin Henry Photography
Susan Krivin & David Ohanesian
Judith Moffatt, in memory 

of Glenn Olson
Joan Norris
Hensley & James Peterson
Robert J. Schloss

PATRONS
$1,000 to $2,499

Jim, Regina, Becky, & 
Logan Bock

Robert M. Boyar
William Browning
Joan & Rob Carne
Virginia M. Collier
Anne S. Cooke
Michael Cummings, in memory

of Marcia Bohnen

Rolanda & Kev Derderian
Esther & Richard Goodwin Sr.
Richard L. Jentgen
Sara & Bill Joy
Ward T. Kane, The Kane Family

Foundation
Ruth & Robert Kevan
Joan & James Leary
George M. Marko
Gary Mullard
Anthony P. Pennock
Mariann Quinn 
Frank R. Schiavo, in memory 

of Dick Davis 
Cathleen & Peter Schwartz
Bradford G. Stanback
Frances Tyson

SPONSORS
$500 to $999

Natalie & Daniel Alpert
Peter Barnes
Barbara & David Butler
Victor Daniels

Lucy Fellowes, in memory 
of N.A. Fellowes

Richard C. Goodwin
Sarah Groves
David B. Hartwell
Kate & Geir Jordahl
Denise Jurgens & Kevin

Messerschmidt
Kristin & Craig Laughlin
McFlynn Pickett Doremus &

Whitsitt
Maxwell Milton
Gary Mullard
Barbara & Daniel Packard
Mark M. Paulsen, M.D.
Mr. & Mrs. Robert T. Reed
Lynda Simmons
Dr. Richard Steckel
Stubbs, Collenette & 

Associates, Inc.
Elizabeth & Michael Thele
Elizabeth & Tom Wagner
Maggie Woods
Susan, Ralph, Leah, Evan, &

Joey Wrons
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FRIENDS
$100 to $499

Kris & John Abshire
Martha & David Allee
Alpine Bank, Basalt
American Bass Assn., Inc.
Christina & Christopher

Anderson
Dorothy Anderson
Lorraine Anderson
Robert A. Anderson
Peter Andreyuk
Ingrid Antony
Mary & Richard Ash
Christine A. Asher & 

Mark R. Campbell
Aspen Camp School for the Deaf
Aspen Wilderness Workshop
Nancy & Tom Atchison
Arthur A. Atkinson
Arthur H. Atkinson
Wanda S. Ballentine
Monica & Paul Bancroft III
Judith Barnard & Michael Fain
Jacque Battle & David Frank
Cecilia & William Bennett
Janie & John Bennett
John L. Boehne
Daniel H. Boone, in memory 

of Daniel R. Boone
Jean & Ernest Boyce
Cheryl & Ralph Braden
Cabell Brand
Eleanor Brickham
Laurie A. Brittain
Mary & William Bundy
Shelley Burke
Kenneth P. Cantor
Margaret & Chris Cappy
Center for Energy Studies
Peter Chan
Annie Chappell
Patricia Cherney
Joe R. Chovan
Albert Christensen
Amy & Paul Clark
Dr. John B. Jr. & Jean Cobb
Dr. Joseph & Sally Conklin
Steve Connor
Criterion Engineers/Planners
Anne & John Cronin
Michael Cummings, 

in memory of Marcia Bohnen
Dr. & Mrs. Ruben Davalos
Sandra & Robert Dawyot
Elizabeth & W. Mark Day, 

in memory of Andrew
Woodhouse Valentine

Design Group Architects
Rosemary Di Nardo & 

Michael Kenniston
Arthur Dubow, Arthur Dubow

Foundation 
Hans Dumoulin, M.D.
Katheryn & Brad Dunn
Fred Elmer
Environmental Futures, Inc.
Peter Ewing
Linda B. Fabe
Dorothy & John Fankhauser
Debra & Patrick Farver
Linda & Leon Fisk
Judy & Kenneth Foot
Dottie Fox
Martha & Ralph Frede
Mark Friedman
Gatley & Assoc.
Carol Gault
Sara & Eugen Goin
Gordman Investments/

Real Estate
Dale Gray
David C. Hall

Sonia Ruth Weinstock Hamel 
& Jean-Francois Hamel

Dr. Kalen & Karin Hammann
Hammerhead Construction
Shawn & Dustin Harris
Richard Heede
Edward H. Helm
Anne Hillman & 

George E. Comstock
Hirschi Investments
Steven R. Hirschtick
Nancy Hirshberg
David J. Houghton
Rebecca & Jonathan Howard, 

in memory of Peg & 
Saul Buxbaum

Damon P. Howatt
Deborah & Fisher Howe
Robin & Mike Hoy
Thera Joyce & Bruce Hunn
Thomas L. Ickes
Innsbruck Inn
Dana L. Jackson
Erik Jansson, M.D.
Kenneth H. Keller
Sarge Kennedy
Peter F. Kilkus
Michael Kinsley
William A. Kint
Terry Kinzel
Samuel Kjellman
Konrady Plastics, Inc.
Gari Krogseng
Kristin Kron & 

G. Theodore Davis
Dr. & Mrs. Patrick Lally
Jean & Walter Lamb
Carol & Thomas Lamm
Carol R. Langner & 

Fritz Fritschel
Eulah C. Laucks
Peggy Lauzon & Tim Kelly
Lowell Lebermann
Elaine & Robert LeBuhn
Wolfgang Lechleitner
Nell F. LePla
Marvina Lepianka & 

Charles Jaffee
Robert Levin, M.D., J.D.
Darcey & Steven Lober
Wendy B. Loren
Ethel Lossing
Linda Loy, in memory 

of S.W. Anderson
Daniel B. Lucachick
Jean S. Ludtke
Sam Luxton
Margaret & Daniel Lynch
The Mace Family, in memory 

of Stuart Mace
Laura P. Maggos
Joel Makower
Myron A. Mann
Jan & Robert Marker
Miriam & William Marshall, 

in memory of Paul Lappala
John J. Maxwell
Jean & Joel McCormack
Ronald L. McLinden
Dr. Judy Messer
Margarita & Donald Metzger
Gail & Andrew Meyer
Peter C. Milholland
Peter H. Miller
Peter M. Miller
Kate Mink
Peggy & Barry Mink, M.D.
Johnny M. Mullen, in memory 

of Benjamin Mullen
Kazuhiko Nagayama
Robin & Stephen Newberg
J.D. & V.R. Newbold
Stephen Nichols
Morris J. Nicholson, M.D.

Georgiana & Kenneth Nielsen
Ann Richards Nitze
Barry Northrop, in memory 

of Stan Niemczycki, Sr.
Edwin  Nystrom, Jr., in honor 

of Kittie Spence
Patricia T. O’Connor
Avis R. Ogilvy
Kyle & Thomas Osborne, III
Overly Construction Co.
Katherine & Paul Page
Virginia Parker
Glenda C. Pehrson
Holly G. Pence & Elliot J. Zais
Dr. Gregory K. Penniston
Margaret & David Penoyer, Jr.
Rick Pietrusiak
Susan Phillips
Niki Eir Quester
Nan & Andrew Quiroz
Adele & Christopher Rathbone
RCL Agencies, Inc.
Red Hill Dezignz, Inc.
Robert T. Reed
Jack Roberts
Karen M. Rossie & 

William J. Rehm
Karen S. Runyon
Anita E. Russel
Gary D. Sabula
Marnie Schaetti & John

Branscombe
Barbara Jean Schickler &

George Lawrence
Mimi Schlumberger
Dorna Schroeter
Joyce & John Schwartz
Gillian & Basil Seaton
Christine & William Shahan
Mary Jo & Robin Shaw
Burnette T. Sheffield
Dr. & Mrs. Edward M. Shepard
Dwight Shellman
Sloan Shoemaker
Luis Silva, in honor 

of Caderno Verde
Louise & John Singleton
James Skinner
Kathryn & Robert Sloan, in

honor of Mary Beth & 
Jeff Sloan

Mary & Peter Smith
Victoria Smith
Stacy Standley
Ellen & Doc Stephens
Gordon Stewart
Duncan Storlie
Angelica & William Sturm
Thunderbolt Services, Inc.
Timberland Company
Michael P. Totten
John C. Twombly
Joanna Underwood
Sally & John Van Schaick
James W. Versocki
Judy Waite, in honor 

of Carol Young
Tom Warren
Susan & Seward Weber
Fred E. Weed
Margaret & William Westerbeck
Pam Wicks & Ted Flanigan 
Harry R. Wilker
Ellen & Bruce Williams
Billie Ann & Sam Williams
Tina & Calvin Willis
Koichi Yamauchi
Anne Marie Siu Yuan & 

Peter Bacchetti
Conradine G. Zarndt, in honor 

of John Zarndt

ASSOCIATES
$1 to $99

Jennifer & Paul Adams
Dorothy & David Allen
Susan & Eric Anderson
Michael P. Andreyuk
Janie Arnold
Nancy & John Artz
Layne Badger
Mary J. Baggerman & 

Philip W. Johnson
Mary-Lane Baker
Nancy & Marvin Ballantyne
Paul Barnes
Mr. & Mrs. Robert C. Barrett
John Barrie Associates

Architects
Thomas John Barry
Eleanor & Albert Bartlett
Diane Pitcher Bedell
Elizabeth & Edward Beeley
Dominick Belardo
Mildred & Edward Bennett
John Bentley
Marjorie & Gary Bergstrom
Michelle A. Berkowitz & 

Anthony M. Leofsky
Carol & Robert Bertrand
Bart Bickle
Cheryl L. Birdsall
Rebecca A. Biscaro
Lesly Black & Vance Lemley
Margaret Blankley
Stuart Blood
Dorothy & James Borland
Jill & Mark Boyce
Alan L. Boyer
The Bradylong Family
Margot A. Brauchli
Sally & Dick Brigham
Susan & William Brooks
Emily & Sylvester Brown
Lt. Col. & Mrs. Donald G.

Browning
Kent Buhl
Stephen Burns
Bob Burrow
Renee Cady
Bradley W. Cameron
Beverly A. Campbell
Jennifer & Jim Cantele
Kathryn & Jefferson Carleton
Bob Carpenter
Linda & Kit Caspar
Joy M. Caudill
Cynthia & Roy Chamberlin
Norene & Thomas Chase
Tracy & Jim Claflin
Victoria & John Clancy
Anne K. Clare
Theresa & Rodney Clary
Theresa E. Collins, in honor 

of Katherine G. Collins
Kurt J. Conger
John Connell
Elaine S. Cook & Zhahai Stewart
Mary Lou & Courtney Cook
G. Allen Cook
Peter B. Cook
Patricia A. Cooper
Nancy & Joe Corpening
Sherilyn J. Coulter
Jacqueline & Douglas Crockett
Susan Crow
John Cummings
Jill Curran
C.W. Dahlgreen
R. Gordon Dailey, Jr.
Steve Darrow
Christine Daum
Davi & Leaman, Inc.
Lawrence Davino
Catriona Davies & Dean Kubani

Don Dean
Tony Dearsley
Lynnette DeBell & 

Michael R. Grier
Lynda & John Del Nero
Paul DeMaio
Andrea De Majewski & Nikola

Davidson
Marilyn & Robert Derrickson
C. Dillow
Displays for Jewelry
Susan Clairmore Dix & 

Michael Dix
Geoffrey E. Dolbear, Ph.D.
Doyle A. Dorner
Susan Kerns Durnell & 

D. T. Durnell
William W. Durrell
Eber Construction
Eric C. Eldering
Carolyn S. Eldred & 

Dennis E. Krug 
Elyse Elliott & Jeremy Bernstein
Marion & Merritt Elmore
Thomas J. Elpel
John M. Ely, Jr.
Steven Epstein
E-Roof, Inc.
Kim & Marshall Evans
Richard Fagerstrom
Christopher J. Fastner
Eileen Faughey & 

Ronald G. Haddad
Donna Feiner
Lisa A. Figueroa
Sandra & Peter Fessenden
Douglas J. Fink
Elizabeth Nystedt Fletcher &

Richard A. Fletcher
Kim & David Floria
Penney Floyd & Chuck Lakin
Fluid Applied Construction

Technology
Carolynne Foltz
Monica & Raleigh Foss
Susan O’Terra Foster
John J. Fritz
Mario Gatti
Ray V.D. Gerhart
Carla S. Gerrard
Cheryl Lynne Gersch
Mark Gibson
Mary & Mark Giorgetti
JoAnn Glassier
Alice & George Gless
Marshall Glickman
Martha Sue & Louis Goldman
Bobby Grayson
Jean & Michael Green
P.A. Greenberg
Kate Greenspan & 

Steven Epstein
Judd R. Groden
Col. Wesley A. Groesbeck
Richard L. Grossman
John Gusdorf
Sherry & Ted Guzzi
Diane Hall
David M. Halpern
Sandra Hamilton & 

Harvey Schwartz
Le Roy C. Hansen
Bruce Hanson
Kelly L. Harris
Richard Hathaway
Shirley Hathaway
Robert A.  Hays
Linda L. Heald
Garvin Heath
Patti J. Hecht
Carol & Tony Henderson
Carl L. Henn
Molly K. Hiatt
Barbara Hibbard

David Hiser
Arvid Hogen
Margaret & Charles Hollowell
Mary & Wilfred Howarth
Peter G. Howse
Patricia A. Huberty 
Miriam Huelsmann
Ron Huffmeier
William A. Hughes
Roy W. Hunter
Michael P. Hydro
Rob Hyks
Jean & Stephen Ilsley
Dr. G.K. Ingham
David W. Inouye
Katia & John Jacobs
John Jeffries
Jane & William Jennings
Eric D. Johanson
Eric Seth Johnson
Kathleen & George Jones
James G. Jones
Patricia & Robert Jones
Kate & Geir Jordahl
Dana Judy
Irene & Al Juvshik
Debora & Keith Kaback, M.D.
Jacob H. Kahn
Jeffrey L. Kaplan
Joanna Karl
Mary Louise & Joseph Kearns
Julie & Russell Keaten-Reed
Ann & C.W. Keller
Carol & Bruce Kelley
Irene & Charles Kilzer
Lois Barty King
Loretta & Allan Kiron
Dolores & Tarver Kitchens, Jr.
Kenneth Klacik
Stacie A. Knapp, in memory 

of Dell Knapp
Evelyn V. Knazek
Jeffrey P. Knight
Carolyn A. Koch, in memory 

of Russell Gagnon
Dinah Koehler, in honor 

of Isabelle Headrick & 
Michael Horewitz

Jeanne Deignan-Kosmides &
George Kosmides

Kraft Construction 
Joseph Kruth
Robert Kuchta
Vivianne & Robert Kurzweil
Cynthia & Michael Lamberti
Daisy & Daniel LaPoma
David M. Larsen
Knud Larsen
Katherine & Lee Larson
Lois & Donald Laughlin
Suzanne & Kevin Law, in honor

of Ethan Thomas Putnam
Mary & Joseph Lechuga
Patrick Leeds
Jeanette H. Leete
Timothy E. Lehane
Barbara Wertz-Leiden & 

Charles Leiden
Marion & Lee Leiserson
Geoffrey H. Lester
Rob Leventhal
LifeStream, Inc.
Martha J. Lillie & 

Anthony G. White
Roger Lippman
David N. Little, in memory 

of Neil Little
Patricia Logan & Karl Citek
Frances A. Ludwig
Leslie P. Madsen
Robert A. Marker
John Paul Masone
Frank M. Masters
Capt. Jeffrey M. Mathieu



Thanks
Joseph Maty
M.W. Maxwell
Andrew H. McCalla
Cynthia Metzep-McCarty &

Shawn McCarty
Diana McCourt
Sheila McElhinney
Robert S. Means
Chad Medcroft
John Menger
Annette Mercer & 

Alexis P. Wieland
Wayne Messere
Sylvia & Sam Messin
Michaela E. Millard
Bonnie & Gabor Miskolczy
Ellen & Charles Moon
Jennifer Moore
Cindy E. Moran & 

Todd M. Broadie
Frank A. Moretti
Marleen & Seth Morgan
Pam Morgan
Byard W. Mosher, IV
Tatyana & Milton Moss
David Mueller
Mary Ellen & Herman Muenchen
William T. Murphy
Linda & Frederick Muschenheim
Eileen & Guido Muzzarelli
Edward Myers
Herminia & Thomas Neet
Edward J. Nelson, Jr.
Jacqueline A. Neurauter
Virginia Newman
Jane M. Nicolich
Lynda J. Nicolls, in memory 

of Frank E. Nicolls

Ed Nieman
Jonathan K. Niermann
Denise M. O’Connor
Judy & Neil O’Donnell
Nancy & Clifford O’Neill
Lynn & William Osborn
Mathew E. Overeem
Robert F. Paashaus
Pacific Technology Associates
Joseph A. Padula, in memory 

of Angela DeVito Padula
Joseph T. Parisi
Linda K. Paulman
Clayton Pederson
Judith & Terry Penney
Margaret & David Penoyer
Kristine Permild & Sam Harris
Thomas A. Perrigo
Charles Petty
Diana & Gary Phelps
Ina & Mason Phelps
Margaret E. Philbrick
Marci & Lance Pittleman
Jean & James Pletcher
Shawn Porter
Robert H. Potts, Jr.
Diana Prechter & Kent Cole
Geoffrey Pritchard
Nancy K. Quinn & 

Ronald D. Freund
Nancy W. Rathborne
Mark Raulston
Shelagh & Terrence Regan
Jill & Charles Reiter
Gretchen Renshaw & 

Robert A. Zwissler
Don Revis
Barbara & John Rhead

Al Richardson
David A. Richie
Dan Ridgeway
Don Riggs
Vickie M. Rightmyre
Carrie & Roger Ringer
Robin & David Rittenhouse
Jill Robinson
William J. Robinson
Blake Rodgers
Marc Rosenbaum
Andrea Rowan
Mary & Siegfried Roy
Chris Royer
Eli Rubinstein
Bryan J. Ruffner
Catherine I. Sandell
Mary & Robert Sanz
Michael E. Saxe, in memory 

of Don Lamson
Betty Jane & Arthur Schlachter
Randy K.R. Schmidt
Marlene & Raymond Schneider
Linda & John Schukman
Louis J. Schultz
Joyce & Paul Schwer
Kathleen & Jon Scott
Suzanne M. Scott
Shirley & Roland “Bud” Seaton
John M. Seitz
Rosemary Cseh-Senn & 

James F. Senn
Shelly Shapiro & 

Thomas E. Hitchins
Lori Shields & 

Stephen G. Connor
Fawn & John Shillinglaw
Gabriel Shirley

Nancy & Dip Sidhu
Sierra Solar Systems
Signs & Designs by Wanda
Anthony Simmonds
Matthew Simon
Nancy Lampka Simpson &

Walter Simpson
Randall Sinner
Sylvia Skolnick
Peter B. Sloan, in honor 

of Mary Beth & Jeff Sloan
Alyce & David Smith
Barbara W. Smith
Jennifer Smith
Leslie A. Smith & 

Alexander McGregor
Shane Smith
Florian Smoczynski
Susan Fralick Snyder & 

William Snyder
Marie-Dolores E. Solano
Narvel Somdahl, in honor of

Dad
Rebecca G. Sparks
Louise & Timothy Spears
Gail & Gregory Speer, M.D.
Terrence P. Spencer
Nicole Spiegelthal & Bradley Ack
Chris Springer
Wanda & Bob Stadum
Charles E. Stanzione
Ellen M. Stapenhorst
Dorothy & Walter Stark, 

in memory of Irene Dickinson
Sana Starr
Dierdre A. Stegman & 

Oliver R. Bock 
Pegi & James Stentz

Dale Stille
Forrest S. Stoddard
Geraldine St. Onge
Nancy & Byron Stutzman
H. Cassedy Sumrall, Jr.
Sunheart
Richard L. Sweeney
Doris & L. Bob Swehla
Diana Taracena & 

Richard Figge II
Jesse S. Tatum
Virginia E. Taylor
Harry Teague Architects
Ken Thomas
Carol M. Thompson
Linda & John Thornton
Peggy & Tod Tibbetts
Nancy W. Fry Todd
Molly & John Ugles
Lucile & Allan Ulrich
Judith & Terry Valen
Roger W. Valentine
Marie Valleroy & Alan Locklear
Hank W. Van Berlo
Ventec
Deborah Vogel
Jay Voss
Paul Wack
Erika D. Walker & 

Donald Weinshenker
Susan & Tom Wasinger
Florence M. Wall, in memory 

of Evelyn S. (Gahm) Patrick
Bob Wallace
Scott Wallace
Diane L. Weber
Marion Weber
Richard Weeks

James S. Weinberg
Adam Werbach, in honor

of Amory’s & Hunter’s vision
Philip West
Don Westbrook
Robert Westby
Cathy & Craig Wheeler
William H. Wheeler
David J. Whitbeck
Virginia J. Whitcomb 
Dr. Mary-Alice White
Priscilla & Timothy White
Sharon & Michael Wildermuth
Bette & Perry Wilkes, Jr.
Consuelo & Jeffrey Wilkinson
Mark J. Willbie
Louis Wille
Lorraine Wiltse
Roy Wood
William S. Woodruff
Alexis Woods
Paul Yahnke, in memory of my

grandfather, Ted Yahnke
Trudy & Richard Zauner
Holly A. Zimmerman, in honor 

of Peter De Crescenzo, Lori
Austin & Tom Bantz, & Bonnie
Nitta and Jack Scherrer

John S. Zinner
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